Abstract-Graphics processing units (GPUs) are increasingly applied to accelerate tasks such as graph problems and discreteevent simulation that are characterized by irregularity, i.e., a strong dependence of the control flow and memory accesses on the input. The core data structure in many of these irregular tasks are priority queues that guide the progress of the computations and which can easily become the bottleneck of an application. To our knowledge, currently no systematic comparison of priority queue implementations on GPUs exists in the literature. We close this gap by a performance evaluation of GPU-based priority queue implementations for two applications: discrete-event simulation and parallel A* path searches on grids. We focus on scenarios requiring large numbers of priority queues holding up to a few thousand items each. We present performance measurements covering linear queue designs, implicit binary heaps, splay trees, and a GPU-specific proposal from the literature. The measurement results show that up to about 500 items per queue, circular buffers frequently outperform tree-based queues for the considered applications, particularly under a simple parallelization of individual item enqueue operations. We analyze profiling metrics to explore classical queue designs in light of the importance of high hardware utilization as well as homogeneous computations and memory accesses across GPU threads.
I. INTRODUCTION
Considering the increasing scale of networked systems in Internet of Things applications and smart cities, the evaluation of the complex behavior emerging from fine-grained interactions among large numbers of entities is becoming increasingly challenging and computationally demanding.
For many years now, the fine-grained parallelism of graphics processing units (GPUs) has been applied to accelerate computations where the operations and memory access patterns are known a priori as in, e.g., linear algebra codes or signal processing. In contrast, applications in the context of largescale networked systems -such as discrete-event simulation, job scheduling, minimum spanning tree calculation, and path search -frequently comprise computational problems of irregular and hard-to-predict structure. Priority queues as the core data structure of many such applications have been studied for many decades. However, due to the substantial differences in the execution model between CPUs and GPUs, the relative merit of classical data structures requires a reconsideration to achieve high performance on GPUs.
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of GPU-based priority queues, focusing on two applications: 1. Discreteevent simulation of interacting entities, e.g., in a networked system. 2. Finding the shortest path among multiple pairs of cells on a grid, e.g., in an agent-based simulation. The defining property of these applications is a substantial or full independence across task instances, whereas each instance is comprised of steps that provide only limited independence.
We explore priority queue implementations on different levels of granularity: using a single GPU thread per queue, groups of threads per queue, and applying the full GPU resources to a single queue. The considered queue designs are circular buffers, implicit heaps, splay trees, and the GPUspecific parallel heap [1] .
A challenge lies in the lockstep execution of groups of threads on the GPU: highest performance depends on a minimization of divergent branches and scattered memory accesses. To study the priority queues with respect to these characteristics, in addition to overall performance measurements of the priority queue designs, we present profiling results to explore the causes for the differences in performance.
Our measurement results can help guide future implementations of applications relying on GPU-based priority queues. To allow the community to reproduce our results or to build on the implementation, our code is made publicly available 1 .
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK A. General Purpose Computation on GPUs
General Purpose Computation on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) enables the use of the thousands of arithmetic units of modern GPUs for parallel computations by scheduling large numbers of threads that execute GPU functions called kernels. In NVIDIA CUDA [2] , which we use for our implementation, threads are organized in warps, which are groups of 32 threads that execute in lockstep. Blocks of up to 1 024 threads share low-latency memory and can be synchronized efficiently. A hardware scheduler hides memory access latencies by exchanging control among warps dynamically. Accesses to adjacent locations in memory by threads within a warp are coalesced, i.e., translated to a single memory transaction. Due to the lockstep execution within a warp and memory access coalescing, performance is reduced if threads within a warp frequently execute divergent branches or scattered memory accesses, which poses a challenge when considering the dynamic nature of irregular computational tasks.
B. Irregular Computations on GPUs
In the past years, many previous works have focused on supporting the efficient execution of irregular computations on GPUs. Generally, most proposed approaches aim to reduce synchronization overheads and workload imbalances among threads. This can be achieved by fetching new tasks during execution of a kernel [3] , [4] , [5] and by minimizing the use of atomics and centralized data structures in the distribution of tasks to the GPU threads [6] , [7] , [8] . Recently, microarchitectural modifications to the GPU hardware have been proposed to support higher efficiency in the implementation of task lists [9] and the scheduling of new work during execution of a kernel [10] .
In 2011, Barrientos et al. proposed a method for k nearestneighbors search for database query processing on GPUs based on per-thread heaps [11] . In 2012, Merrill et al. presented a parallelization of the breadth-first search problem achieving asymptotically optimal work complexity [12] . Since in breadth-first search, a frontier of newly discovered vertices can be processed without regard for a certain ordering, the use of priority queues is not required. In the past years, multiple framework have been proposed that provide generic operations for implementing graph algorithms on GPUs [13] , [14] , [15] .
C. Considered Applications

1) Parallel Discrete-Event Simulation:
In discrete-event simulations, a modeled system is represented by state variables that are modified by events at discrete points in simulated time. A sequential simulation performs a simple loop: among the currently existing set of events (pending event set, PES), the event with the lowest timestamp is selected and executed. During execution, further events may be added to the PES. This process is repeated until the PES is empty or a termination condition is met. Since individual events may be associated with only marginal computational costs, an efficient priority queue design is crucial to achieve reasonable performance.
In parallel discrete-event simulations [16] , the model is partitioned into logical processes (LPs) that are executed on separate processor cores and maintain a separate PES each. Events are exchanged among LPs to reflect the interactions in the modeled system. To maintain the causal ordering among events, the model time is synchronized across LPs.
Frequently, parallel discrete-event simulators are benchmarked using the PHOLD model [17] , in which a fixed set of simulated entities exchanges messages. When an entity receives a message, the message is sent to a random entity after being delayed by a random amount of simulated time. This behavior is implemented as follows: an initial population of events is enqueued into the PES. During execution of an event, a new event is created with a time delta and a receiving simulated entity drawn from random distributions. Since each event requires only minor computations and interactions among entities are frequent, the PHOLD model exercises the core components of the simulator, i.e., the priority queue implementation and the synchronization mechanism.
2) A* Path Search: The A* algorithm [18] is an extension to Dijkstra's algorithm for finding shortest paths in a graph. To reduce the number of considered vertices, A* applies a usersupplied heuristic to select the candidate vertex that minimizes the estimated distance to the destination vertex. The state of a search is kept in two main data structures: the open and closed list. The open list holds all discovered vertices that have not been examined yet. Vertices are assigned a cost comprised of the distance from the source vertex and the estimated distance to the destination according to the heuristic. In each iteration, the vertex v with the lowest cost is examined: neighbors of v that are not in the closed list are stored in the open list, and v is stored in the closed list. Pointers link vertices to their neighbors with the lowest cost. Once the destination vertex has been examined, the shortest path is traced backwards using the neighbor pointers. Typically, the open list is a priority queue.
D. Priority Queue Design
A priority queue is a data structure that supports the operations enqueue, i.e., inserting an item with a priority, and dequeue, i.e., extracting the highest-priority item.
1) Priority Queues on CPUs:
A variety of previous works [19] , [20] , [21] evaluated priority queues using synthetic benchmarks or concrete applications [22] . Generally, linear data structures such as linked lists were found to perform well only for miniscule queue lengths up to around 50 items. At larger item counts, while the conclusions vary, heaps, splay trees [23] or more complex proposals such as the calendar queue [24] or ladder queue [25] achieved highest performance.
To handle increasingly large item counts, a number of parallel priority queues have been proposed. Due to our focus on single-GPU execution, we omit approaches targeting distributed memory. The general ideas are: taking into account the cache hierarchy of CPUs [26] , a separation of items into fully sorted high-priority items and lower-priority items with partial sorting [26] , [27] , decoupling of enqueue and dequeue operations [28] , and splitting of a global queue into smaller segments considered individually [29] , [30] .
2) Parallel Priority Queues on GPUs: In 2012, He et al. [1] proposed a generic parallel priority queue design for GPUs. The queue allows for bulk enqueue and dequeue operations at the same time. The queue is structured similarly to a binary heap, but holds multiple items per node. Heap operations can be performed in parallel to an application's operations on the dequeued items. Enqueue and dequeue operations are performed at the same time. This is accomplished by merging the root node and the newly enqueued items into a sorted New Root buffer, dequeuing the smaller half, and retaining the larger half as the new root node (cf. Figure 1) . Now, the heap property is restored over multiple enqueue-dequeue cycles by merging newly enqueued items with existing items downwards along the heap levels. The required merging steps can be parallelized across multiple heap nodes. Some previous works described GPU-based priority queues when proposing methods for parallel discrete-event simulation: In 2010, Park et al. presented a GPU-based simulator that stores all LPs' events in a global array. In each iteration, events that are ready to be processed are marked. After a thread identifies the earliest event of an LP, the event is executed. Event management is simplified by the assumption that each event creates exactly one new event. Thus, a newly created event can take the place of its predecessor without the need to determine a storage position and without mutual exclusion among threads. We omit some later works that make the same assumption [31] , [32] . Wenjie et al. organize events in a two-dimensional structure [33] . In their approach, each new event is placed in a randomly selected column, linked lists connecting each LP's events in timestamp order. Both Zhen et al. [34] and Andelfinger et al. [35] store each LP's events in a separate array. Parallel access to an LP's queue is performed using atomic operations. In [35] , the number of simulated entities assigned to each LP is adapted to balance idle threads and the cost of queue operations.
Works applying priority queues for shortest path problems on GPUs frequently focus on the single-source shortest path problem [36] , [37] , [38] , in contrast to the independent sourcedestination pairs considered in our work. A focus of these previous works is on item deduplication. A number of previous works considered the execution of an individual search on a GPU [39] , [40] . Zhou et al. [41] use multiple thousand binary heaps to hold intermediate results. The following previous works consider the parallel execution of multiple searches on a GPU. We omit previous works that do not describe the queue implementation. Bleiweiss performed A* search on up to 340 vertices, processing up to 115 600 searches in parallel [42] . Priority queues were implemented as circular buffers and implicit heaps, with heaps achieving best performance. Demeulemeester et al. [43] followed their A* implementation. Silva et al. performed up to 300 000 A* searches in parallel on graphs of 400 vertices [44] , implementing priority queues as implicit heaps.
III. CONSIDERED PRIORITY QUEUE DESIGNS
In the following, we describe the considered queue variants. For each queue, we state the thread assignment, i.e. the number of GPU threads operating on each queue. An overview of the memory layout of all queue variants is given in Figure 2 .
A. Circular Buffers
In this queue design, a circular buffer (CB) is used to store the items pertaining to each single LP linearly in a sorted fashion. Each buffer maintains pointers to the first item in the buffer and the position of the next new item. At first, new items are appended without sorting to the end of the buffer. In the following, we consider the enqueue operation for an item to be finished once the item resides in the correct position in the data structure. The required sorting step is performed before further items are dequeued from the buffer. We consider the following approaches: Insertion Sort (CB-SEQ): Each new item is enqueued by linearly traversing the existing items back-to-front or front-toback, moving items of lower priority by one position until the correct position of the new item is found. Thread assignment: 1 thread per buffer.
Insertion Sort, Single Pass (CB-SEQ-SP): Several -in our implementation eight -new items are sorted and stored in a temporary cache located in low-latency memory. Now, the existing items are linearly traversed front-to-back, each thread handling one buffer. Contrary to CB-SEQ, all items to be enqueued are processed in a single pass over the circular buffer. However, while CB-SEQ terminates once the insertion position is reached, CB-SEQ-SP traverses the entire circular buffer. At each position, the new item in the buffer is the higher-priority item of the existing item and the highestpriority item in the cache. The other item is inserted into the cache. Thread assignment: 1 thread per buffer.
Insertion Sort, Parallel (CB-PAR): We propose a simple parallelization of the enqueue operation. Each buffer is handled by an entire thread block of configurable size k. For each new item, the buffer is linearly traversed back-to-front or front-to-back with a step size of k. We describe the enqueue process for back-to-front: at step i, thread t compares the item at positions k × i + t (current) and k × i + t − 1 (left) with the new item (new). In case new is of higher priority than current and left, left is moved to the position with the next higher index. In case new is of lower priority than current and of higher priority than left, new is stored at the position of current. In case both current and left have lower priority than new, no action is taken. Read and write accesses to items are separated by barrier synchronizations, i.e., it is enforced that all threads must have completed the read operation at the current position before the subsequent write accesses are performed. In effect, CB-PAR performs the copying operations on block granularity, in contrast to the thread granularity of CPU-SEQ. Pseudo-code is provided in Algorithm III-A. An enqueue operation example is displayed in Figure 4 . Thread assignment: k threads per buffer.
INPUT: Q; e; s; k; t Q0 ← −∞; Qs
← ∞; i ← s − k + 1 insert ← False; shared finished ← False while i > −k+1 and finished == False do for j ∈ {i, .., i+k−1} in parallel do c ← dummy; synchronizeThreads() if j > 0 then if c > e then copy ← True; break if j == s or Qj > e then insert ← True; insertpos ← j if t == k − 1 then finished ← True if copy == True then Qj ← c synchronizeThreads() if finished == True then break i ← i − k if t == 0 and (s == 0 or Q0 > e) then insert ← True; insertpos ← 0 synchronizeThreads() if insert == True then Qinsertpos ← e
B. Traditional Tree-Based Queue Variants
Implicit Heap: Each LP's items are stored in an implicit binary heap. After an iteration, new items are appended at the bottom of the heap and the heap property is restored. After the highest-priority item is dequeued, the last item of the heap becomes the new root. Now, items are swapped downwards until the heap property is restored. As in the above approaches, the fact that items of an implicit heap are packed tightly in memory allows us to efficiently store each heap in a small array per LP. Thread assignment: 1 thread per heap.
Splay Tree: Splay trees, proposed by Sleator and Tarjan [23] , are binary search trees that heuristically adjust to the access patterns to the tree's items. Contrary to implicit heaps, splay trees are typically implemented as pointer-based data structures. We ported the C implementation by Sleator 2 to CUDA. Since dynamic memory allocation on the GPU is extremely expensive, we implemented a simple next fit allocation scheme ( [45] , page 453): a call to malloc_() performs a linear search in a circular buffer and returns the first unused item. A pointer to the new item is stored to begin subsequent searches after the position of the new item. A call to free_() simply marks the corresponding item as unused. Thread assignment: 1 thread per heap.
C. Parallel Heap
As a priority queue targeting GPUs explicitly, we implemented the parallel heap according to He et al. [1] . We implemented the required merging steps using the moderngpu library 3 , which performs sorting based on parallel mergesort. Contrary to the previous queue designs, the parallel heap is designed to handle large item counts using bulk operations. Thus, we handle items from all task instances, i.e., all simulated entities or parallel A* searches, using a single queue. To still determine the highest-priority item for each task instance, we adapted the algorithm for dequeuing items from the root node: after sorting the merged buffer, the smallest item per task instance is marked. We parallelized this step using atomic operations for the interaction among threads. Subsequently, all marked items are dequeued from the queue. During the merging step, which dominates the heap's runtime, the thread assignment is managed by the moderngpu library.
IV. MEASUREMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
We performed our experiments on a system equipped with an 8-core Intel Core i7-6700 processor, 16 GiB of RAM using an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 with 6 GiB of GDDR5 RAM and 1280 CUDA cores clocked at up to 1809 MHz. Preliminary experiments were performed on an NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti with similar results. We report averages of three runs with 95% confidence intervals. Experiments with CB-SEQ and CB-PAR were executed both with back-to-front and front-to-back traversal of the circular buffers. Since applications can easily select the preferable direction using runtime measurements, we report the results achieved with the higher-performing direction for each parametrization.
Parallel discrete-event simulation: To synchronize the model time across simulated entities, we implemented the YAWNS algorithm [46] , which executes two alternating steps: first, the minimum timestamp t m among the remaining events is determined. On the GPU, this step is performed in logarithmic time using parallel reduction. Event execution requires a configurable lookahead value l, which is a lower bound on the delta between an event's timestamp and the model time 2 www.link.cs.cmu.edu/link/ftp-site/splaying/top-down-splay.c 3 https://github.com/moderngpu/moderngpu at its creation. For each simulated entity, the earliest event is executed in case its timestamp is below t m + l.
The execution of an event is comprised of drawing two uniformly distributed random numbers u 1 , u 2 using CUDA's default random number generator XORWOW. u 1 is transformed to an exponential variate x with rate parameter λ using the inverse transform: x := −ln(u 1 )λ −1 . Given the current model time t and the number N of entities, a new event is created at timestamp t m +l +x, targeting entity u 2 N . When decreasing λ, events become more sparse in model time and the number of executable events per iteration decreases.
Events pertaining to a simulated entity reside in a separate priority queue. During execution of events, each GPU thread acts on a single simulated entity, i.e., if a simulated entity has no events with timestamps below t m + l, the corresponding thread remains idle. Since no conditional statements are required during the event's execution, threads do not diverge. Previous works have proposed sorting events to efficiently support divergent event handlers (e.g., [47] ).
A* path search on grids: We focus on quadratic grids of 64×64 up to 1 024×1 024 cells, performing as many parallel searches as possible given the graphics memory limits. Such scenarios can be found in agent-based simulation and multi-agent systems. We limited the grid size so that at the largest considered size, a reasonable number of searches can still be performed in parallel. On a grid of side length l, we place l 2 ×d quadratic obstacles uniformly at random, d being a configurable parameter. The obstacle side length is an exponential variate with parameter η, while enforcing a minimum size of 1. Source and destination cells are chosen uniformly at random on non-obstructed cells on the grid.
The open list is a priority queue of cells to be visited. Contrary to PHOLD, we dequeue a configurable number n of items at once. Since searches are performed separately, items are not exchanged among priority queues.
As the heuristic guiding the selection of the next candidate cells, we use the minimum distance between two cells on a grid: h = √ 2d min + d max − d min , with d min and d max being the minimum and maximum of the x and y distance between the current cell and the destination. Figure 5 shows two finished searches, visualizing the found paths and the visited cells.
Since we focus on relatively small grids, one thread block handles each search. Using multiple blocks and large numbers of threads for each search could increase the performance for large grids, but would shift the focus of our evaluation away from enqueue operations towards item deduplication across threads. Since synchronization of memory accesses within a thread block can be performed during a kernel execution, in our implementation, threads can interact without temporarily yielding control to the CPU. In each iteration, we dequeue the n cells with the lowest f value from the open list, f being the sum of the distance from the source to the current cell and the estimated distance from the current cell to the destination. Groups of 8 threads examine each cell's neighborhood. The grid is held in texture memory to benefit from caching based on spatial locality. To limit the degrees of freedom in our measurements and to focus on the performance of the priority queue implementations, we perform our experiments with a fixed n of 8 (i.e., 64 threads per block). The thread block size during priority queue operations is configured separately.
In each iteration, each thread stores up to one new unobstructed cell in a buffer. The memory demands of the A* search limit the number of parallel searches. By using 2-byte half-floats to store distances, we reduced the memory requirements to 16 byte per queue item. The data structures with the largest memory requirements are the closed lists, which can grow close to the overall grid dimensions in cases where no path exists between source and destination, and the lookup tables for avoiding duplicate work.
B. Application Performance
In the following, we present measurement results comparing the priority queue implementations for discrete-event simulations and A* path searches. The presentation of the measurement results is structured with reference to three key performance-determining aspects:
1. Occupancy of the GPU's hardware resources. Large numbers of warps are required to exploit the GPU's cores and to enable hiding of memory access latencies.
2. Thread Divergence within a warp. Conditional branches taken only by a subset of threads are executed by all threads, discarding the results of inactive threads.
3. Memory Accesses not served from caches. If there are insufficient warps to hide memory access latencies, warps may stall for multiple hundred clock cycles on a memory access.
The differences in observed performance among the queues result from the tradeoffs among the three aspects in the queue designs, in light of a given scenario.
1) Parallel Discrete-Event Simulation:
We measured the performance of discrete-event simulation of the PHOLD model with 1 024 and 32 768 simulated entities, varying the average number of events per LP. The largest considered number of events across all LPs was 6.7×10
7 . The number of events that can be processed in parallel depends strongly on the ratio between the lookahead and the rate parameter λ of the exponential distribution. We configured a fixed lookahead of 10 units of simulated time and varied λ. The considered parameter combinations were chosen according to our previous works in GPU-based simulation [35] , [48] to cover cases of low utilization where the GPU could be outperformed by a single CPU core, up to configurations approaching full GPU utilization. Initially, events with timestamps according to the configured exponential distribution are assigned uniformly at random to LPs. Each configuration was terminated when 60 seconds wall-clock time or 2 20 × 1000 executed events were reached. The key performance metric in discrete-event simulation is the number of events executed per second wallclock time (event rate).
Block Size: We first consider the number of threads per block (block size) used when performing queue operations. For CB-SEQ, CB-SEQ-SP, heaps, and splays, we observed no substantial dependence of the performance on the block size. Thus, a block size of 256 threads was used in all experiments. With CB-PAR, the block size determines the number of threads operating on each queue. With larger block size, more items of each queue are read and written in parallel, while occupying more hardware resources per queue and increasing the synchronization overhead among threads. Figure 6 shows our measurement results with 1 024 LPs and λ = 10 −3 , varying Events per LP. We see that for item counts of 256 and below, 32 threads per block achieved highest performance, while for larger numbers of events per LP, using 64 threads per block was beneficial. However, the benefit is slight and in our experiments with larger LP counts, 32 threads per block achieved the highest performance in most cases. Thus, all remaining runs were performed at 32 threads per block.
Overall Performance: Figure 7 compares the discrete-event simulation performance across the queue variants for 1 024 LPs. The parallel heap will be evaluated separately. Generally, since the number of concurrently executable events depends on the event density in model time, higher events per LP increase the performance. However, the increase in the cost of queue operations at some point outweighs the increase in parallel event executions. Above a certain event count , all absolute event rates are quite low. We have previously shown that optimistic synchronization can improve performance in such situations [48] .
With 32 768 LPs (cf. Figure 8) , due to the increase in parallelism, the absolute event rates increase substantially. The curves maintain the general shape of the previous results. However, at λ = 0.1, CB-SEQ increasingly outperform the other priority queue variants up to about 128 items per LP. Table I. CB-PAR performed best only in rare cases. Again, when approaching the largest feasible event count given the memory capacity, implicit heaps achieved highest performance. The additional memory requirements for memory allocation with splay trees limited the events per LP to 1 024.
In Table I , we explore the causes for the observed results using metrics from profiling runs for that parametrization using the CUDA profiler nvprof. We focus on the kernel that performs the enqueue operation, which dominates the Figure 8 (a), since the queue implementations achieved similar performance for this parametrization, highlighting the differences in the causes for the observed performance. To cope with the overhead of profiling, the profiling runs were terminated after 2 20 events for DRAM Transactions, and after 10×2 20 events for the other profiling metrics.
Due to the additional costs of splay operations when dequeuing items, the runtime with splay trees is not as strongly dominated by the enqueue step.
The metrics' definitions are provided in Table II , taken from the CUDA programming guide [2] . The Relative Cost of Enqueuing is the fraction of overall execution time spent in the kernel that performs the enqueue operation. Theoretical Occupancy shows how many warps could fit in the limited number of GPU registers, while Achieved Occupancy shows the average number reached at execution time. Both values are relative to the maximum number supported by the GPU. Frequent divergent branches reduce the Warp Execution Efficiency, as threads that do not take a branch are passive. We instrumented the code to derive the number of DRAM Transactions per Executed Event and the number of Comparisons per Executed Event. These metrics are determined across an entire run, not only for the enqueue step. DRAM Transactions per Executed Event shows how frequently the queue has to perform memory accesses, which in addition to indicating algorithmic properties is subject to caching and coalescing.
Occupancy: Since circular buffers with sequential insertion sort (CB-SEQ) schedule only one thread per queue, whereas circular buffers with parallel insertion sort (CB-PAR) schedule 32 threads per queue, the theoretical and achieved occupancy with CB-SEQ is much higher than with CB-PAR.
Thread Divergence: With CB-PAR, the threads within a warp perform nearly the same steps. Hence, CB-PAR achieves much higher warp efficiency than CB-SEQ. Heaps achieve the highest warp execution efficiency. Since the heap depth increases only logarithmically with the number of items, there is only little variance across threads in the traversed number of items. Since at each depth, all threads compare a parent node with its children and potentially swap two nodes, thread divergence is low. In contrast, since in the worst case, CB-SEQ, CB-SEQ-SP, and CB-PAR consider all items in the queue, the potential for thread divergence is high. Due to the divergent splay operations depending on the access patterns to the stored items, splays achieve much lower warp efficiency than heaps.
Memory Accesses: Due to the smaller number of item comparisons required, heaps and splays require much fewer overall instructions than the other queue variants. Nevertheless, CB-SEQ outperformed heaps, demonstrating the tradeoff between caching of memory accesses and asymptotic behavior. Figure 9 shows DRAM Transactions per Executed Event when varying the number of events per LP. Since in CB-SEQ, each thread iterates linearly over adjacent items, most item accesses can be served from the cache. In an implicit heap, the offset between parent and child nodes increases exponentially with the heap depth, resulting in frequent cache misses once parent and child nodes reside in separate cache lines. Accordingly, DRAM Transactions per Executed Event is lower with CB-SEQ for small numbers of events per LP. At larger event counts, the benefit of CB-SEQ's more frequent cache hits is dwarfed by the linear dependence of the overall item accesses on the number of events per LP. The tradeoff between caching and the number of comparisons is also visible in the Global Hit Rate and Comparisons per Event metrics for CB-SEQ and heaps in Table I . We assume that the low Executed IPC of heaps is a result of the frequent cache misses.
Splays perform larger numbers of comparisons than heaps, but require fewer DRAM transactions. We suspect that the cause is that in contrast to the rapidly increasing offset between parent and child nodes in implicit heaps, in our pointer-based splay implementation, parent and child nodes may still reside in the same cache line independently of the tree depth.
Comparing the DRAM transactions between CB-SEQ and CB-PAR shows the effects of the coarser granularity of CB-PAR: CB-SEQ terminates once the insertion position has been found, whereas CB-PAR operates on a granularity of 32 threads, i.e., typically, a number of items will unnecessarily be considered.
Parallel Heap: Contrary to the previous queue variants, the parallel heap is intended for bulk enqueue and dequeue operations on large item counts and thus maintains the heap property across all LP's items. As described in Section III-C, if all events are stored in a single queue, an additional step is required to select the earliest event per LP. In our experiments, this step required around 10% of the total runtime. As shown on an example in Figure 10 , the parallel heap performance was substantially lower than the other queue variants.
We additionally explored the raw performance of the parallel heap under idealized conditions by dequeuing all items Because this heap is working at a node granularity of a large number of items and puts all items in a single heap, the changes in effort are more discrete than in other queues, which results in more jagged curves. The overall performance is substantially lower than with the other considered queues.
from the root node in bulk. The same number of new items is then created according to PHOLD. Figure 11 shows measurement results under these idealized conditions for λ = 0.1.
The parallel heap achieves rates up to 1.52×10 8 items per second, demonstrating its potential for applications allowing bulk operations. Still, with larger numbers of heap nodes, the performance decreases below the level achieved using the bestperforming of the other queue variants. We cannot conclude whether the limited performance of the parallel heap could be improved by optimizations to our implementation or whether the parallel heap is inherently unsuited for the considered small item counts per entity. Since the computational cost of event handling in PHOLD is low, we did not implement parallel execution of enqueue and dequeue operations with the application code. Applications with large item processing costs would benefit from executing these steps in parallel. Future work could consider a finer-grained parallel heap implementation to support multiple parallel heaps concurrently, e.g., using one thread block per parallel heap.
2) A* Path Search: We varied the grid side length in powers of two between 64×64 and 1 024×1 024 and configured obstacle densities of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, with exponentially distributed sizes with η = 1 and a minimum size of 1. Since the results were similar for the different obstacle densities, we focus on a density of 0.2. The number of parallel path searches was increased up to the graphics memory capacity. Fig. 11 . Performance of the parallel heap for bulk operations adapted to the granularity of the heap. Under these idealized conditions, the parallel heap outperforms the previous approaches. However, with our implementation, this is only the case for small numbers of populated heap nodes. Table III lists the number of path searches per second wallclock time achieved using the different priority queue implementations. The average open list length emerges from the grid size, the obstacle placement and the A* implementation (e.g., the number of open list items considered in parallel, deduplication, and the chosen heuristic). ∅Enq. denotes the average relative position within the priorities of the existing items at which a new item resides. We observe that circular buffers achieved best performance for 64×64 grids. CB-SEQ performed best as it benefits the most from low item counts and large numbers of parallel queues. With larger grids, queue lengths increase and the number of parallel agents decreases. Hence, CB-PAR and implicit heaps outperformed the other approaches, both to a similar degree. This is consistent with the PHOLD results, where for item counts up to about 530, CB-PAR and Heaps achieved similar performance. At a grid size of 1 024×1 024, 128 parallel searches sufficed to exhaust the graphics memory. Although higher absolute A* performance might be achievable when employing more than 64 threads per search, we maintained this configuration for comparability across grid sizes. At 1 024×1 024 cells, CB-SEQ and CB-SEQ-SP were outperformed by more than one order of magnitude.
The results suggest that the overall performance depends strongly on the number of parallel searches, i.e., further speedup would be possible given larger graphics memory capacity. To investigate this observation further, Figure 12 shows the A* performance when varying the number of parallel searches. The rightmost data points correspond to the results of Table III . At 64×64 grids, CB-SEQ benefits strongly from larger numbers of parallel searches and outperforms the Table  III . At 64×64, CB-SEQ benefits the strongest from larger agent counts. With grids larger than 64×64, the incline indicates further that performance gains could be achieved with larger memory capacity.
other approaches at 8 192 and 16 384 parallel searches. We suspect that this is caused by the highly variable queue lengths across parallel A* searches: since threads within a warp act on separate queues and may diverge to a large degree, large numbers of warps are required to compensate. With 256×256 grids, the results indicate that a larger graphics memory capacity would enable substantial performance increases. The same trend was observed with larger grids. With CB-SEQ as our best-performing queue for a grid size of 64×64, we achieved an average time to completion for a path search of 20.4μs. Bleiweiss [42] and Silva [44] achieved similar results of about 10-20μs in 2008 and 2011, but considering much smaller vertex counts.
C. Discussion
The measurement results showed that priority queues based on circular buffers frequently outperformed binary heaps and splay trees for item counts up to around 500. Whether operations on individual priority queues should be parallelized depends on the number of parallel queues. While parallel per-queue operations more frequently achieve efficient coalesced memory accesses, occupancy may be reduced substantially.
In discrete-event simulations, the number of items per queue depends on the simulation model. Here, we experimented with arbitrarily chosen item counts of up to 16 384 per queue, and up to 6.7×10 7 items in total. In A* path searches, the effective queue size emerges from the grid size, the chosen heuristic, and the placement of obstacles. Since the open list contains only discovered cells for which neighbors have not been examined, with two-dimensional grids, we observed average queue sizes of only up to about 500 items, suggesting queues based on circular buffers. While the performance measurements results were quite similar for the two considered applications, future work could consider further distributions of item priorities and different GPU architectures. During our implementation and experimental design, some measurements were performed on an NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti based on the Maxwell architecture. We observed the same trends as with the NVIDIA GTX 1060 based on the Pascal architecture used in our final measurements.
Ideally, the implementer of a priority queue-based algorithm should not be required to select an optimal queue variant for each problem and instance. Autotuning approaches, which have previously been shown to be highly beneficial in the GPU context [49] , [35] , might help in selecting a suitable queue. Switching among the insertion methods for circular buffers comes at no runtime cost. Switching to a tree-based design, however, would require a reorganization of the items in graphics memory.
In discrete-event simulations, many threads may remain idle in cases where the event density in simulated time is low. The literature proposes two solutions: first, merging queues of multiple simulated entities increases the probability of having events that can safely be executed [35] . Second, applying optimistic synchronization instead of the conservative approach used in this paper has been shown to increase the performance at low event densities [48] .
Our A* results indicate that the graphics memory capacity limits the performance for all but the smallest considered problem sizes, since larger numbers of parallel agents could utilize the GPU's cores more fully. If, as we assumed in our experiments, searches consider separate source-destination pairs and thus cannot be considered in aggregate, efforts to decrease the size of the largest data structures such as the closed list could unlock substantial performance gains.
Future work could consider alternative memory layouts to further increase the opportunities for memory access coalescing across problem instances. For instance, in preliminary experiments, we achieved promising results by interleaving the nodes of multiple separate heaps in graphics memory.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a performance study of priority queues for fine-grained parallel tasks on GPUs. Contrary to previous works, we focused on large numbers of small-scale problem instances as represented by the per-entity computations in parallel-discrete-event simulations and large number of A* path searches in the context of agent-based simulations and multi-agent systems. The considered queue variants were simple linear circular buffers, tree-based queues with sequential access and a GPU-specific proposal from the literature.
The overall queue performance is dominated by three aspects: occupancy of the GPU hardware, divergence across threads, and uncached memory accesses. Our main observations are as follows: with circular buffers, the hardware utilization at low numbers of parallel queues can be increased by parallelizing individual enqueue operations using a separate thread group per queue, at the cost of limiting the utilization at higher numbers of queues. Due to their cache-friendly memory access patterns, circular buffers frequently outperformed treebased queue variants up to about 500 items per queue for the two considered applications. At larger item counts, due to the logarithmic asymptotic behavior of heaps and a highly homogeneous behavior across threads, heaps outperform the other approaches.
Since the relative performance of the queue variants was shown to vary substantially depending on the application parametrization, an attractive direction for future work is the automated selection of suitable queue variants at runtime through autotuning. We hope that future studies and applications can benefit from our publicly available implementation.
